Based on the
From Scarcity
to Strength
Framework

Asset Tracking
Toolkit

Hi, I'm
Laurel.
Do you have a ministry dream on your
heart, but think to yourself:
"There's no way I could get it funded!"
Friend, think again.
As the owner of Affirm Fundraising,
my passion is about changing the
world, one unique ministry at a time.
We're changing mindsets from
"there's not enough money" to "there's
so much to build with."
Your strengths can lead to capacity
building, diversifying funding streams,
and more.
This Asset Tracking Toolkit is a perfect
accompaniment to my book, From
Scarcity to Strength, found on Amazon,
but also works well on its own.
This Asset Tracking Toolkit will
remind you that you have so much
more at your fingertips than you had
thought.

You're never
starting from scratch.

Affirm can help you build
your ministry vision:
affirmfundraising.com

Self Asset Tracker
Based on the From Scarcity to Strength Framework

Start with Yourself

Asset tracking should start with you because "the best way to move away from a scarcity mindset is to
be reminded how many strengths you already have." (From Scarcity to Strength, p. 25)
1. Taking the time to examine your own strengths will help you be a stronger team member.
2. Knowing your strengths can help you better create a team that has complimentary strengths
(versus overlapping strengths - well-rounded teams are more effective).
Not all of the assessments listed are required, but all are helpful - feel free to try them and choose the
ones for your team that you find most useful.

Strengths and Personality Assessments

List your strengths below and consider how they affect your leadership style:
Clifton Strengths Assessment (Visit: gallup.com): Top Five Strengths

Enneagram Number: _______ Visit: test.enneagraminstitute.com

Meyers-Briggs Type: __________ Visit: myersbriggs.org

Spiritual Gifts Inventory

(Visit https://www.umcdiscipleship.org/spiritual-gifts-inventory/en)
Top Three Spiritual Gifts:

How do these gifts help your team and ministry?

For more information on Asset Mapping, From Scarcity to Strength (Laurel O'Connor, 2020) is available on Amazon.
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Community Connections
What affinity groups are you connected to? Clubs or organizations? ____________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
What networks are you connected to through business and/or family? _________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
What local businesses do you frequent? __________________________________________________

Wisdom and Learning
What schools did you go to? What were your field(s) of study (if applicable)? ___________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
What are some subjects you'd like to learn more about?
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Who are your mentors? Are there any subject area experts that you can reach out to?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Ask Around

Ask a few of your friends and colleagues to give honest feedback about your
leadership and strengths. Ask open-ended questions (p 28, From Scarcity to Strength)
that can get you real feedback (both positive and growth-centered).
Who are three-five people you can talk with you learn more about your leadership
skills and strengths?

Copies permitted as needed by individual only.
Please do not share outside your organization.
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Team Asset Tracker
Based on the From Scarcity to Strength Framework

About Asset Tracking:

The goal of an Asset Tracker (aka: Asset Map) is twofold:
1. To show you in a concise way what resources (people, finances, materials) your team already has
before growing in capacity. This is meant to be an informal report that can be glanced at quickly
when making team decisions, assigning groups, etc.
2. To show you that you have far more resources than you think you do.
(From Scarcity to Strength, p. 105)
This is not a definitive list of categories; add as you see fit, and start the conversation with your team.

Team Member: ________________

Age: __________
Work inside/outside of home? Where? (Retired?) _________________________________________
Family Makeup (kids, marital status) _______________________________________________________
Affinity Groups/Interests:___________________________________________________________________
Leadership Strengths: _____________________________________________________________________
Spiritual Gifts: ______________________________________________________________________________
Other/Notes: _______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Team Member: ________________

Age: __________
Work inside/outside of home? Where? (Retired?) _________________________________________
Family Makeup (kids, marital status) _______________________________________________________
Affinity Groups/Interests:___________________________________________________________________
Leadership Strengths: _____________________________________________________________________
Spiritual Gifts: ______________________________________________________________________________
Other/Notes: _______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
For more information on Asset Mapping, From Scarcity to Strength (Laurel O'Connor, 2020) is available on Amazon.
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Team Member: ________________

Age: __________

Work inside/outside of home? Where? (Retired?) _________________________________________
Family Makeup (kids, marital status) _______________________________________________________
Affinity Groups/Interests:___________________________________________________________________
Leadership Strengths: _____________________________________________________________________
Spiritual Gifts: ______________________________________________________________________________
Other/Notes: _______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Team Member: ________________

Age: __________

Work inside/outside of home? Where? (Retired?) _________________________________________
Family Makeup (kids, marital status) _______________________________________________________
Affinity Groups/Interests:___________________________________________________________________
Leadership Strengths: _____________________________________________________________________
Spiritual Gifts: ______________________________________________________________________________
Other/Notes: _______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Food for Thought:

Here are some questions to help you make the most out of this Asset Tracker:
1. How can the shared interests of the group inform events and initiatives? Is there a
theme you could focus on?
2. Are there affinity groups or employers that might be potential partners?
3. Do you see any strengths gaps within the team? Who could fill those gaps?
4. How can you leverage group members' strengths and help each person grow in
faith and in leadership?
Copies permitted as needed by individual only.
Please do not share outside your organization.
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So, what
now?
What do you think?
Are you surprised by how many
connections you can make through
something as simple as an individual and
team asset tracker?
From here, you can start to cultivate
relationships and build on what you
already have.
From here, your capacity and fundraising
abilities will begin to grow.
Next, it's time to look at your community
and see what's already available. After all,
you don't want to create ministries or
services that duplicate existing programs.

Don't forget:

For more insight on what to look for, how
to create a strategy, and more, consider
buying From Scarcity to Strength on
Amazon.
The Affirm Fundraising website also
chock-full of advice and resources that
you can use to get started.

You're never
starting from scratch.

Affirm can help you build your ministry vision:
affirmfundraising.com

